The Death Of The Internet - WW
I had one glaring question for one of my best sources of information a week or so ago. "How much longer before they shut guys like me down on the net?" To which came an interesting reply. "That is not the question you need to worry about, the real question is, when are they going to take the internet down. As in 'all the way down'. That is the real question. They have everything in place to do just that, believe me. They have all of the net's critical nodes fixed up so that they can flick a switch and that, as they say, is all she wrote."

I need not tell my more intelligent readers that our establishment and particularly the more reprobate elements in our National Security Establishment view the internet as a primary threat. This is why there is so much money and time being spent on information warfare. You would be surprised at the number of popular sites that bill themselves as being anti-NWO or antiwar are really run by the DOD or the CIA (did I say POPULAR?... oops... I mean extremely popular). More than you know and folks have no idea that they are being had and 'corralled' in an informational sense. It is kind of like having a key leader in a social movement actually working for the other side. They only show their true colors at very critical moments and then most carefully so as not to alert others.

But the death knell of the net may be sooner rather than later. Clearly a decision has been reached in secret by interested parties to try censorship first, if that does not work more drastic measures will be taken. Remember I talked about Xerobank last week? Just because you can't find anything on the net about it does not mean it isn't so. If you can't find anything about it, that should be a cue that I am on the right track. Remember those internet cables being cut 'accidentally' in the middle east last year, several of them on different days? Consider that of sign of things to come. Folks let me make this clear. Laws in the minds of the American elite are viewed with contempt and impunity. None of them ever go to jail no matter how many times they break the law. So the legal ramifications can be talked about and debated from now till doomsday...

...on pen and paper.

If you think I am off about governments trying to censor the net...

Google Ordered To Censor Net In China

In a move that could disrupt Google’s growth in China, which now has more internet users than the US, the Chinese government said it had told Google to suspend foreign searches and a feature that automatically suggests multiple search results once typing commences in the search window.

The action comes amid a storm of outrage among Chinese internet users over Beijing’s order that every new PC sold in the country be equipped with censorship software, ostensibly to block pornography. -FT

Germany is on the verge of censoring its Internet

The government – a grand coalition between the German social democrats and conservative party – seems united in its decision: On Thursday the parliament is to vote on the erection of an internet censorship architecture. - Global Voices

Canadian Bill Forces ISP's to Install Wiretapping

According to a new bill introduced in Canada, Internet service providers will have to dig deep into their own pockets in order to acquire, install and maintain "intercept-capable" equipment. The bill also makes it very
clear that subscriber information must be released to law enforcement in a timely manner, without the need of warrants. - Softpedia

Nokia And Siemens Behind Iran's Censorship The Iranian regime has developed, with the assistance of European telecommunications companies, one of the world's most sophisticated mechanisms for controlling and censoring the Internet, allowing it to examine the content of individual online communications on a massive scale.

Interviews with technology experts in Iran and outside the country say Iranian efforts at monitoring Internet information go well beyond blocking access to Web sites or severing Internet connections. - WSJ

Furious that struggling families are supplementing their income by having housewives write blogs about cooking, or individuals posting political opinions and funding their operation by carrying affiliate links to Amazon books, the new FTC regulations would ensure that “Any type of blog could be scrutinized, not just ones that specialize in reviews,” according to the report. The proviso that “any type of blog could be scrutinized” frames this assault on free speech in a wider context that just individuals making claims about products advertised on their websites. - Prison Planet

Folks if you think this is about pornography well... I got some subprime mortgage backed securities I wanna sell you as well as a bridge in Brooklyn. Mao and Hitler would be most proud to see their decedents on the far-right path.

Somewhere recently the decision had been made. The Internet must be destroyed. Bet on it happening, sooner rather than later. The Internet is far too popular and is far too informative and is a threat to the Global slave trade, drug trade, money laundering trade, mass murder trade and more importantly, to the political systems and people which are bought and paid for by the same. People are finding out about this system and that worries them.... very, very much.

Informed people make informed decisions. An ignoramus is tossed to and fro like a mentally challenged child (this is no slam against those with medically diagnosed problems, but against those that don't, but act like it). Real information is very hard to come by, even on the net and the criminal enterprises who run our world are seeing their revenue drop off from Cable and TV to Print newspapers. Fewer and fewer people are listening to the lies that spew from the mainstream press. They are turning to the net. BeastGov has no alternative; censor the net or get rid of it all together. One or the other is going to be the reality. Unless people begin to take action, which they won't except perhaps in Europe. You cannot continue to rob a well informed populace. In order to continue to rob trillions of dollars from central banks and enslave millions, the people must be fed lies... a regular diet of carefully contrived lies to hide their crimes.

Folks the same things are happening here, do not kid yourself. Did you buy your network router at the local Electronics chain store? NSA has a trap door in it. Cell phone? Many of our newer ones cannot be shut off completely, even if you take the battery out. Why? So that you can be tracked at all times. Do you have a GPS in your car. You can be tracked without court order or warrant. Got Comcast or just about any Internet provider? Deep Packet Inspection (now being used in Iran for repression) is already being used on your networks. Yes, in most of your technology from Microsoft Windows To Ubuntu, Nokia to Netgear the NSA has subverted it and can use it against you and does so more than they will tell you. Despite the blind faith of the uninformed or the disinformation of the deceitful, the NSA has and does wiretap Congressmen and Senators without warrant or cause. The information gets passed on to private parties (for a hefty price) to blackmail the same. If your read the NYT story I posted last week, you will see that even Bill Clinton got wiretapped, without warrant or cause. Oh by the way, stay as afar away from Windows 7 as you can if you value your privacy. If you don't care about Privacy, then let me give you my address so you can send me your ATM card and pin numbers, email contacts, porn sites you visit and the days and times you went there as well as the emails of you talking to the lover you are hiding from your spouse. Because if it is on a non-secured computer OS, the info is no longer under your full control anymore.

What will happen? I think there will be a two tiered internet an idea bantered about a few years ago. One for the people heavily censored and controlled and another for the Government and crooked contractors and the ultra-rich and connected. The rallying cry will be "network security". Security being defined not as keeping you secure but keeping the ongoing criminal enterprises secure from legitimate dissent.

Granted what was proposed back then had little to do with actually cutting people (sites) off from the net, but it was something that some wanted to do back then. The truth is we already have a two tiered internet. Inside the government they have access to databases (opensource/nonclassified) that are not available to the average Joe. Now they are available to well-heeled contractors, but not independent researchers like yours truly. Only those in the pay and service of the beast can
Uncle Sam will find a way to keep vital information from you and me. Why? **Information is power** over the uninformed. Those with knowledge rule over the ignorant. The ignorant eventually get taken down to the level of 'heavy burden' laborers if they are of use, if they are not of use they do not last long.

Thus, the internet as we know it must be controlled by the forces that brought us the multi-trillion dollar meltdown, the war in Iraq and Afghanistan, criminal wiretapping, you name it. This is the start of a trend that will pick up steam and I know my countrymen are too politically naive and docile to stop it. How do I know? They were duped into voting for more wars, more weapons exports, more bailouts, more wiretapping, more torture ships, more deficits... all because of a Madison Avenue smoke and mirrors job with the motto of 'change'. **You had to have a working brain to see through Obama. That number is less than two percent of the population.** Most peoples brains do work, the problem is they refuse to turn that on/off switch to the 'on' position and leave it there.

I know the average duped Obamaite will say, 'well, he's trying...'. Trying to do what? Destroy the nation? Yes, I will grant you that. Because each and every one of the things I said above could be changed with a signature by President Obama. He does not need to go to Congress. But today, he and Dick Cheney are looking more and more like twins. Now Obama is out defending Cheney in a little known legal case.

In another case of protecting Bush administration secrets, Barack Obama’s Justice Department is opposing the release of a transcript of Vice President Dick Cheney explaining his role in blowing the cover of CIA officer Valerie Plame Wilson in 2003 while the White House was seeking to discredit her husband, a critic of the Iraq invasion. - [Consortiumnews.com](http://www.consortiumnews.com)

Openness in Government and Accountability. These were the words he used to describe his administration.

You Americans who vote (past present and future tense) for this two party system and nobody else are going to be to blame for the state this man puts you in before he leaves office. Not only did you fool your own selves by voting for him, you refuse to stand up and call this man out for his numerous lies.

#1: Obama promised to bring fresh, new faces to Washington since "change cannot occur with the same old faces in Washington,D.C."

I think all will agree that this was a key campaign promise of Candidate Obama's, perhaps even his campaign theme and certainly a critical reason why millions of Americans voted for him rather than that stuffy, old and bitter Republican Senator who has been in Washington since the 1970's.

Note too that Obama has pretty much already selected people to his administration SO HE HAS HAD THE TIME TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT THIS CAMPAIGN PROMISE. The "he's been in office only _ months" doesn't work here. How has Obama done? Well, recall that he did not even change the most important position in his government, that of Defense Secretary, KEEPING ON BUSH's hand-picked man, Robert M. Gates for the job. So no change whatsoever there, it's Bush redeaux. What about the military leadership running the ever increasing wars we have in the Middle East that have cost more than $1 trillion dollars according to Joe Stiglitz? Not much change there either. But Obama HAS selected a new general to head US forces in Afghanistan and he's a real doosey. Obama's pick: none other than General Stanley A. McChrystal. This is the same McChrystal who covered up and distorted Pat Tillman's death, even to the point of falsifying official records. From Wikipedia (relying on multiple sources) here is more on McChrystal and Tillman: - [Daily Kos](http://www.dailykos.com)

Are you ready to be a literal slave? Are you? Listen folks **Barak Obama is working for the Slave Masters, not the slaves.** He is not interested in freeing anyone, except perhaps our money from our wallets... a job he has done remarkably well in just 6 months in office.

But I think people would rather live with their delusions as long as they are comfortable. The problem is that in what is coming, Americas will not be comfortable. Sooner or later, they will be slaves.

No dear readers, I personally would rather have Bush back in office that this man whose every action screams 'Judas' and whose lips are as smooth as a serpents sssskin and whose bite is as poisonous as a rattlesnake.
If you want to know what I think really happened in the election of 2008, this picture tells it all, it was all a mask to keep the same death's head running the US government. Mask off, Mask on. I maintain that Obama will set Americans, especially Black Americans back 50 years.

No dear readers, Generation 'M' just hired a new mask for its global murder industry. M stands for murder.

The Leader Of Generation 'M' unmaskes and remaskes himself.

Chains you can believe in.
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